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Introduction

Congratulations and welcome to myKaarma. Whether you are new to myKaarma or you have just 
added the video feature, we are excited to work with you.

As we all know, every dealership is different, from processes to management styles and OEM 
guidelines. However, we all face similar challenges when implementing new technology. Because of 
this, we wanted to provide you with this handbook, which can be used as a reference in order to guide 
you within the technician videos module.

Technician Videos have proven to increase RO value by up to 40%. Along with that, it also improves 
trust, transparency, convenience, and ensures an overall better customer experience.

There are a few things to keep in mind when reading this handbook. This document is not a 
compilation of all possible scenarios, situations, or circumstances that may arise, but can serve as a 
useful baseline for management, advisors, shop foreman, and technicians.

As myKaarma products are introduced into your day-to-day operations, it is important to have a 
successful implementation and training, and also to have a plan in place to maintain the momentum 
and grow the utilization of the software to the next level. 

First, we will focus on setup and provisioning, along with preparing for implementation and on-site 
training. Often times this is overlooked or not prioritized and not enough preparation is done in 
advance to ensure a successful on-site install. 

Then we will focus on team adoption and buy-in as this is an important part of the success of the 
program. If you don’t have buy-in, it won’t work! It is critical to the success of the platform and 
product to have buy-in at the top, but success comes from utilization of the product. 

Additionally, we will offer advice on what to do on the day of the onsite training and “Best Practices” 
that your technicians and advisors can utilize to endure a smooth start. 

Lastly, we will guide you through some key metrics that you should focus on to ensure that your team 
is building momentum and increasing performance month after month.
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Provisioning, technical requirements and setups
Management and IT

Videos will need to upload within a reasonable amount of time in order for 
the video process to be successful. Because multiple videos will be 
performed by numerous techs at the same time, the upload speed will need 
to be significant in order to obtain a smooth workflow.  

In Summary:

1.    Minimum upload speed for a single video file with size of
       280-300MB should be around 20-30 Mbps*.

2.    An average video with a duration of 2min 30 seconds HD video &
       audio file is approximately 280 MB. Please use this calculator (found in
       the section below) to determine how long it will take to upload           
       Example: at 20 Mbps, a 280 MB file will take 1 min 57 sec to upload.

After your dealer has signed up for myKaarma Technician Videos a myKaarma provisioning manager 
will walk you through the setup and requirements to ensure that you and your dealership are ready for 
success.Please use this section as a guideline as to what is needed and required on day one!

3.    Speeds may vary based on actual bandwidth available at the time of the upload

4.    Bandwidth will be distributed as the number of inspections (and files) increases.

5.    For heavy usage (10+ simultaneous walkarounds) internet speed should be at least 30-40Mbps*.

(*Estimates based on ideal utilization and setup. Speed requirements may vary.)

Wifi Bandwidth requirements:
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WiFI Speed tests

It is important to perform WiFi speed tests during the provisioning and setup stage. By
using the link here ( https://speedtest.mykaarma.com/ ) a WiFi speed test can be
performed at all areas of the dealership. We suggest you perform these tests at all corners
and locations within your workshop as well as in the Service Drive area where the videos
will be created. Please see the sample speed test below:

(Note: The more users who use this feature on a single WiFi network, the faster the WiFi
network needs to be in order to handle the higher video volume. If WiFi speeds are below 20
mbps upload, and there are many users uploading videos at the same time, performance of this
feature may be negatively impacted)
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Device Compatibility:

You must also consider the devices that are being used to conduct the video 
walkarounds and technician videos. Video walkarounds and technician videos 
do not work correctly on devices older than an iPhone 6 or a Galaxy S7 
(see device guide for full guidelines: Device Compatibility Chart ).

iPads are not recommended due to their large size and lack of flash. 
myKaarma recommends newer Generation iPods due to their small size, 
camera quality and low cost.

VIN Recording: 

It is best practice to always try and scan the 
VIN of the vehicle instead of manually keying it 
in. This will ensure proper linking to the RO for 
historical purposes.  
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Agenda and LMS
Management 

It is important to send the trainer any specific information on how your store operates, especially if 
there are specific workshop or service lane processes that you have in place. This will help the trainer 
to minimize or eliminate any disruption to your operation and ensure a smooth training experience for 
your staff.

1. It is very important to condition and prepare the       
service staff—specifically the technicians
and advisors—on the vision and ultimate goal of 
the new Technician Documentary feature.

2. In order for everyone on your team to be 
prepared for the on-site training, it is essential to 
have each member of your team review our 
E-learning modules through the myKaarma 
FastTrak LMS ( Learning Management System ).

3. It is best to set an agenda so that the training has structure and it doesn’t disrupt the 
day-to-day operations. Doing so will ensure a smooth training and will increase your team’s 
retention of the material learned. The myKaarma team will support in the creation of an on-site 
agenda.

4. Technician video processes need to be discussed with your team and solidified before the 
trainer arrives. (i.e. Will the videos be performed on every vehicle as part of the inspection 
process or will they be on a case by case basis?).

5. It is important to make sure that the technicians and advisors have been fully briefed on what
the training will consist of,as well as the time and date that they are scheduled for training. This 
will ensure attendance. 

Once the provisioning and setup has been completed, you’re almost ready for onsite training. Before
the trainers arrive, however, you must make sure the following are completed:
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Team Buy In
Management

It is extremely important that your team, including advisors, techs,
managers, supervisors and anyone involved in the vehicle repair
process, is fully engaged and bought in to the technician video
process to ensure success.

In order to get the “Buy in” from everyone on your team, you must include them in the
implementation and decision making process. Each one of your team members must feel and believe
they are an instrumental part in this new change. The key word is ownership ; each team member
must believe in the product and process and have a certain amount of responsibility for its success.

Examples:

1.     Delegate the checks & balances to the shop foreman and team leaders and allow them to offer        
        input on process and implementation .

2.     Build technician teams that will help each other when making these videos.

3.     Have the technician teams come up with ideas on how to improve workflow and enhance the      
        communication between the advisor and technician by utilizing technician videos.

4.     Have the technicians offer suggestions on tracking individual performance.

5.     Let the technicians provide input on incentive plans for top performers.

6.     Request input from advisors and technicians on appropriate benchmark to measure initial
        success.

7.     Have the service advisors provide input on the roll out and desired outcome.

8.     The more that your team is included in the intricacies of the new change the more likely they
        will adopt the process.
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During the Training
Management

During the on-site training, it is extremely important to be
involved and supportive of the ongoing sessions.
Introducing the myKaarma trainer to your team will show your
support for both the technician video initiative and the trainer.
If your team recognizes that management is fully invested in the
training, they will make a greater effort to learn and support to
the training. Your trainer will need as much support as possible 
in order for the staff to accept the training.

1.     Dealer management should hold a short rollout and implementation meeting with the
          training to layout expectations.

2.      Have an area ready and dedicated for the trainer to perform the training sessions, preferably
           fully dedicated and away from the service drive and customers. This could be a conference
           room, a lunch room or an empty tech stall with plenty of room to perform the technician
           trainings.

3.     Preferably, have a large monitor with an HDMI (or wireless) input ready for the trainer’s use
          during the presentation

4.      Walk the trainer around the dealership and introduce them to the supervisors and the rest of
          the team members involved.

5.     Pop in on the training sessions so the team knows you are invested in the success and
          available.

6.     Hold a wrap-up meeting at the end of the training with the team and trainer to address any
          issues that arose during the day and repeat this everyday of the training.

7.     Ask your supervisors and staff how they felt about the training, what they learned, and what
        could have improved

Things to do on the day of training

The more that your team is included in the intricacies of the new change the more likely they
will adopt the process
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Change In Behavior
Shop Foreman

The Shop Foreman’s role is a critical component to the success of the
technician video. The shop’s culture and behavior is usually set by the
foreman and team leaders; so in order for everyone to adopt the new
process, leaders must present the technician videos in a positive light.

First, maintain morale and always be positive about this new tool. Team leaders will have to lead the 
initiative in order for everyone to adhere to the process. It is also a good idea to find a few technicians 
that are tech-savvy and can lead the process.

Notably: 

1.     Fewer misunderstandings with the customers

2.     Increased clarity and communication between advisors and technicians

3.     Reduced return visits

4.     Recommendations come straight from the technician, less misunderstandings

5.     Quicker authorizations

6.     Increase in approved work

7.     Technicians are protected against disputes

8.     Customers hear about the condition of their vehicle directly from technicians whose words may                 
         hold greater influence.

9.     All repair recommendations will be included in the video

10.   Customer will have a better understanding of the needed repairs and location 

Second, it is always best to hold a meeting with the technicians to 
discuss the new process, making sure to address any concerns or 
questions. It is very important to point out the benefits that come 
from the new technician videos and how it will improve the 
technician’s workday.
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Incentives
Management

In order to keep momentum going, it is always good to incentivize 
your team according to their performance with technician videos. 

myKaarma maintains comprehensive technician video reporting that 
can help you achieve a healthy benchmark month after month. 

This will also allow you to set up monthly or quarterly contests and 
incentive plans to continually motivate your staff and drive the 
performance in the right direction. 

Below you will see some examples of incentive plans: 

This practice will ensure the quality of the videos improve month after month and consistently raise 
the bar.

Technicians will submit their best video within a 2-week period, multiple videos can be submitted but 
only the latest submission will be considered for review. 

The top 3 videos will be selected by management, and technicians will vote on the winner during the 
monthly technician meeting. 

Technicians will submit their best video within a 2-week period, 
multiple videos can be submitted but only the latest submission will 
be considered for review. 

The top 3 videos will be selected by management, and technicians 
will vote on the winner during the monthly technician meeting. 

1. Quality of a tech video 

 2. Video utilization performance example 1 

1st place $500.00
2nd place $200.00
3rd place $100.00
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Performance tiers: 

Sample Technician video report 

75% to 85% = $200.00
86% to 95% = $500.00
96% to 100%  = $1000.00

 3. Video utilization performance example 2 

A technician will be able to qualify for additional revenue by earning pulls from an incentive board 
created by management. Each pull will have a dollar amount earned if the criteria is met. 

Criteria: 

If an RO has more than 3.5 hrs of labor sold and a video has been created for that RO then the 
tech will earn 1 pull. 

If a tech sells more than 5 hrs of labor on an RO and a video was created for that RO then the 
tech will earn 2 pulls.
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Introduction to the Technician
Technicians

It is important to know some key elements and best practices when creating a technician video. This 
guide will ensure you deliver a consistent, clear, and easy to understand video to your customer. 

In this section, we will give you some preparation tips to use before you start your video so that you 
can be ready when the time comes. 

We will also explain our CCI (Complaint, Cause, and Impact).

Then, we will provide a step-by-step guide to creating a video, along with a sample script that you can 
follow to stay consistent with every video that you create.

Finally, we will review some important key elements to keep in mind as your create each video, 
including some things you should look out for and avoid. 
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Tech video preparation
Technician

1. First, make sure that your work area is clear of any
debris or anything that can get in your way while creating the 
video. It is important to present a nice clean area as it shows 
professionalism.

2. Before you start recording, be sure that the vehicle is already 
set up in a way that it is easy for you to show and capture your 
findings.

a. Lift up the vehicle carpet if you are going to show a harness under the floor covering
b. Remove the vehicle’s door panel prior to showing the window motor inoperative
c. Remove the engine cover
d. Have the air filters removed and out in the open
e. Remove the wheels in order to show the worn brakes

Examples:

3.  Apply protective coverings (e.g. fender covers) to the body panels to protect them from damage

4.  Note your findings in advance and have them ready to present

5.  Have a flashlight and a laser pointer ready and available

6.  If possible it is best to speak into earbuds with an attached microphone to reduce background noise

7.  If addressing a Check Engine Light or computer problem have the fault codes ready to show in your        
     video
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Have a plan
Technician

Plan ahead on how you will present the information and in what order. For example, address the main 
concern first, followed by related service and recommended service. 

When recording your video, remember CCI !

Tech-to-customer videos are a great way to: 

Discuss the Complaint that motivated the customer to bring in their car (let them know you 
are informed and attentive to their issue)

Describe the Cause of the reported symptoms and why they exist, (for example, “The squeal 
is caused by the wear indicator”) 

Explain the Impact or consequences if the customer doesn’t fix the issue (for example, “If you 
don’t replace the brake pads, you could lose braking power.”) 

CCI: Complaint, Cause and Impact: 

Quickly communicate the issue to the customer 

Provide expert analysis in a personalized manner 

See an immediate increase in repair revenue (up to 43% for some dealers) 

Refer to myKaarma’s FastTrak Technician Videos course for examples of CCI. These are just a few examples to 
help you prepare in order to create a great video.
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EMPHASIZE CCI FOR EACH REPAIR RECOMMENDATION 

CCI - COMPLAINT CAUSE IMPACT 

Helpful Hints: 
Be sure to show the license plate during the video and point out positives as well. (ex. Tires are 
good, brakes are good, the suspension is good, no oil leaks, overall good condition of the 
vehicle, etc.) Close your videos with a consistent thank you like - 
“Thank you for choosing “dealership name” for your service needs”. 

Describe issue client is facing - hearing/seeing/smelling. 
Why is it happening? 
What happens if you don’t fix it - get a flat(bad tire), lose stopping power and damage the 
rotors (low brake pads), could seize the engine (oil pan leak). 

Support 
Web 562-349-1367 
www.mykaarma.com 
Sales 562-287-5527 
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Video layout structure
Technician

The technician video should provide the information in a 

uniform and consistent order, ensuring that the customer 

understands the information provided. 

Here is the recommended order in which the videos 
should be structured:

1.    Start the video with the device camera recording the RO on the tech’s workbench, capturing dealer  
       name, RO number, and date.

2.    While facing the RO, speak into the Mic and introduce yourself by saying the following: “hello, my   
        name is Chris and I am your [Brand] certified technician working on your vehicle today” 

3.    With the vehicle already raised on the hoist, face the front of the vehicle and begin describing     
       what you are doing.(“I would like to go over the findings of your vehicle’s inspection while I have it                   
        here in the shop”). 

4.    Next, make sure to point out and show any recommendations found on or around the front axle of   
       the vehicle and under the engine, for example- Oil leaks, left and right front brake lining, rotors,   
       tires, wheels, cv boots, suspension components etc.

5.    While showing the brake or tire wear be sure to speak in percentages and not millimeters as the       
       customer typically understands this better. 

6.    Work your way to the rear of the vehicle pointing out the condition of the undercarriage and          
       explaining any damage found, or if all as intended. 

7.    Next, once in the rear axle area, be sure to point out  brake and tire wear,  as well as the condition   
       of the suspension components, regardless of their condition. 

8.    Point out the rear bumper condition and capture the license plate within the video; this will serve   
       as an identifying marker for the customer. 

9.    At this time, the video should be paused and the vehicle lowered on the hoist. 

10.  Open the hood and resume the video recording,  pointing out the condition of the air filters, air   
       intake, hoses, belts, and fluid condition, as well as any additional recommended services that go        
       along with your observations and findings. 

11.  Finalize the video by saying “Your service advisor will be contacting you soon, Thank you for   
       choosing (dealership name) for your service needs. “ 

Refer to myKaarma’s FastTrak Video Documentary course for examples.
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Things to remember
Technician

Below you will find a few important behaviors to keep in 
mind when recording a technician video in order to avoid 
any misunderstandings or issues with the customer. 

1.  Always speak clearly into the microphone 

2.  Always have good lighting from a flashlight or laser pointer 

3.  Always speak with non-tech words, needs to be simple to    
     understand

4.  Avoid the words  “maybe, not sure, like, possibly 

5.  Avoid saying,

6.   Don’t try to predict the future ( example - you have another 5000 miles to go on these brakes or  

      tires) 

7.   Avoid stating warranty coverages 

8.   Always show the undercarriage, but explain what is going on in the undercarriage: What are splash  

      guards or rocker panels— touch them and show they are tight. How's the exhaust? The idea is to  

      "walk the customer through their vehicle"

9.    You do not need to appear on camera 

10.  Feel free to record a second video if you feel the first one did not come out as desired.

11.  It is best to remove the wheels of the car to show brake measurements

12.  Be sure to show the air filters next to the air box so the customer knows those are their filters. 

13.  Avoid mentioning price 

14.  Your video must be factual and less “sales like” 

a.   “ this is a common problem”
b.   “ you damaged this here” 
c.   “ this is part of a recall or campaign “ 
d.   “ we see this all the time “ 
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Introduction to Service Advisor
Service Advisor

The service advisor plays a very important part in the success of the 
Technician Videos. In this section of the handbook we will point out 
some key things to remember as a service advisor. 

1.  Verify and update the customer’s cell number in the DMS system 
2.  Be sure to inform the customer of myKaarma welcome text, and to  
     save that number to their contacts
3.  Set the stage with the customer at write up reception:

a.  Mention to the customer that they will receive a technician      
     video during their service visit 
b.  Build value on the video that the technician will be performing.  

4.  Inform the technician of any speci�c situation that needs to be addressed in the video 

5.  Watch for noti�cations through your “noti�er window”  that a video has been performed 

6.  Review and send technician video to the customer immediately ( If auto send is disabled ) 

7.  Send your repair estimate shortly after the video has been sent to the customer 

8.  Review the column “seen” within the Inspect tab to make sure the customer has viewed the video 

9.  If the check mark on the “seen” column is not present, it is good practice to call the customer and ask if  

     they received the text so they can be reminded to take a look at the technician video

10.  Review technician video reporting from time to time to measure and ensure proper utilization. 

11.  Lastly, inform your service manager and shop foreman on how the videos can be improved from the  

       feedback you receive from your customers 

How to reach support 
It is important to point out that 
myKaarma is right here with you every 
step of the way and can easily be reached 
in a few di�erent ways.
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Thank you!
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